
• Wearer-validated, balanced design 

• Optimal viewing area placement for natural 
head and eye movement

• Multiple materials and treatments

• Corridor inset that varies by base curve for 
comfortable convergence and wide interme-
diate and near binocular viewing 

• Diamond-turned metal tooling (in our poly 
line) for precise design replication

Introducing the softer side of advanced 
short-corridor PAL technology

Ask about Novel, our 

all-purpose progressive 

lens, with a 13mm 

corridor and a 16.5mm 

minimum fitting height.

For smaller frame styles,  
Novella is short and sweet.
Novella lenses are both easy to fit and easy to wear—
even when position of wear changes, which can 
happen over time. The result is happy wearers, fewer 
problem-solving visits and more referrals from 
satisfied patients.

Novella lenses have an 11mm corridor and a 14mm 
minimum fitting height. With their wearer-validated, 
balanced approach to design, they are the ideal 
choice for presbyopes of all ages who choose from 
today’s smaller frames.

Novella lenses have redefined short-corridor design. We set out to create a conventional 
front side PAL so advanced that it’s the softest lens available for smaller frame styles. And 
we succeeded. There’s no better short-corridor lens, backside digital or conventional, for 
providing comfortable, natural vision across a wide Rx range.

For larger frames

Corridor Length Minimum Fit Height

11mm 14mm



DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The results of this process are 
apparent throughout the lens:

Distance:  Generous viewing area beneficial 
for successful fitting and patient comfort, 
reducing the need to maintain an exact 
position of wear.

Periphery:  The softest short corridor 
conventional design available. The lens is 
easy to wear, eliminating the feeling of visual 
borders and maintaining the wearer’s ability to 
detect motion and quickly identify objects.

Intermediate and Near:  Wide viewing 
area throughout, an exceptionally 
smooth transition from distance to near 
and maximized binocular vision in all 
prescriptions.

Novella lenses were designed with the latest 

progressive lens technology, driven by feedback 

from extensive wearer trials to judge user 

satisfaction for a wide variety of specific 

visual tasks.

Feedback revealed the foremost factors in 

progressive lens comfort for most presbyopes 

are smoothness and softness.

To optimize these factors, Novella lenses were 

designed and refined with a successive series of 

wearer trials to make optimized real-life wearer 

comfort, not lens maps or calculations, the 

centerpiece of the design process.
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 AVAILABILITY:  NOVELLA PROGRESSIVE

LONG STORY SHORT: THE BEST LENS OF ITS KIND. Novella. FROM VISION-EASE LENS. 

Product Material Power Range Colors Diameter Base Curves Adds

Novella Clear Polycarbonate +6.50 to -10.00, 
out to -4.00 cyl

— 75mm 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 1.00-3.00

Novella LifeRx® 
(photochromic)

Polycarbonate +6.50 to -10.00, 
out to -4.00 cyl

Gray, Brown 75mm 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 1.00-3.00

Novella Clear Plastic +6.50 to -10.00, 
out to -4.00 cyl

— 75mm 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 1.00-3.00

Novella ChangeRx® 
(photochromic)

Plastic +6.50 to -10.00, 
out to -4.00 cyl

Gray, Brown 75mm 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 1.00-3.00

Novella Thindex® 1.70 High Index +6.00 to -15.00, 
out to -4.00 cyl

— 70mm 1, 3, 4, 5, 7  1.00-3.50


